Luting of vented and etched crowns
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Abstract—The marginal and internal adaptation of luted full crowns prepared using a decreased water/powder ratio were compared after venting, and with the vent sealed, after electrochemical etching. The better fit was obtained by venting. Etching alone did, however, create more passive fitting crowns with enhanced marginal fit.
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Introduction

A frictional fitting crown is in intimate contact with the tooth whereas a passive fitting crown has more spaces and does not resist a vertical withdrawing force. The space between the tooth and the crown has been termed the precementation space. It is the size of this precementation space and the technique of creating it that greatly influence the seating of a crown during cementation.

It has been shown that it is advantageous to have an increased precementation space as crowns made using die relief methods have approximately 25 per cent more retention following cementation than crowns constructed on the same unrelieved die. However, it must be noted when increasing the precementation space that retention diminishes approximately one-third as the final cement thickness increases from 20 µm to 140 µm.

Venting of crowns to allow improved seating and marginal fit of a crown on cementation has been used by many researchers to show consistently improved marginal fit over those non-vented crowns. However, not all research has proved the need for venting. Vented crowns have been compared to non-vented crowns with an increased precementation space and showed an improved fit.

improved marginal fit. However, recent research has shown that non-vented, die-relieved crowns were of a superior marginal fit to vented, unrelieved crowns.

It is accepted that decreasing the recommended water/powder ratio of the investment increases the setting and thermal expansion of the investment. This causes a corresponding but not uniform enlargement of the mould space. It has been common laboratory practice because of this mould enlargement to decrease the water/powder ratio of the investment in an attempt to achieve passive fitting crowns.

This paper describes the effect of using a decreased investment water/powder ratio and compares venting and electrochemical etching on the marginal and internal adaptation of crowns.

Method

A stainless steel master die was machined to resemble a full crown preparation of a premolar tooth. The axial walls were 6 mm high in an occluso-gingival direction with a 4° convergence angle and a 0.5 mm wide shoulder forming the margin of the die (Fig. 1). Gold alloy Type C crowns were constructed on this die (Fig. 2). Green inlay wax was applied to the die by dipping it into a molten wax bath so as to achieve crease-free internal surfaces. All wax margins were slightly overlapped to aid in the subsequent construction of replicas. Each wax pattern was sprued (10 gauge) on the mesial surface so that the cast sprue could be retained as the anode connection for electrochemical etching but would not interfere with the luting of each crown. Each wax pattern was invested in a gypsum-bonded investment using 14 ml of distilled water to 50 grams of powder instead of the manufacturer’s recommended volume of 16 ml of water. The recommended burnout cycle and casting temperature were followed for the investment and the alloy. The crowns were cast centrifugally.

The acceptability of marginal fit to the master die was assessed by MD using a straight probe, magnifying loops (×2.5) and a microscope with an eye-piece graticule graduated in micrometres. Seventeen crowns were cast and assessed. Crowns were rejected when the marginal gap exceeded 25 μm.

Film fabrication

The satisfactory crowns were luted to the master die with a polyether impression material so that after set each crown could be removed and a replica made of the film suitable for measurements. This replica technique was similar to that of the McLean and von Fraunhofer in vivo study. A separating film was used on the die and crown to minimize tearing of the film.

Replica fabrication

The lute was spread onto the die and injected into the entire crown. The crown was then seated on the die by hand and a 15 kg vertical load applied immediately. The crown with its adhering film was removed from the die fifteen minutes after mixing the lute. The film was rejected if torn. A torn film might not readapt to the crown and might thereby introduce an error in measurement. If the film was intact, an epimine resin was injected into the

Fig. 1.—An occlusal view of the master die illustrating 0.5 mm shoulder with a 4° convergence angle of the axial walls.

Fig. 2.—The master die and gold alloy crown with cast mesial sprue retained for electrochemical etching.
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Fig. 3.—A luting film adhering to an epimine base and accompanying mesial marker prior to total embedding in the base.

crown. After set of the resin the crown was removed leaving the film of the lute adhering to the resin (Fig. 3). Intact film on the resin substructure was embedded in additional resin. The embedded film was sectioned longitudinally giving 0.2 mm serial sections. The thickness of the film in each section was measured with a microscope and eye-piece graticule (1 μm). Ten measurements were made of each film at five locations: mesial margin, mesial mid-axial surface, mid-occlusal surface, distal mid-axial surface, and distal margin (Fig. 4). The die and crowns were cleaned ultrasonically in an ammoniated detergent solution. Stubborn tags of impression material in the crown were removed with a mixture of 66 per cent (W/W) toluene and 34 per cent (W/W) acetic acid.15

Venting

A vent hole was machined into each crown with a 0.6 mm twist drill as close as possible to the mid-point of the occlusal surface (Fig 5). External escapeways were placed on each side of the vent hole. Each of the vented crowns was individually luted to the die, replicas fabricated, sectioned, and measured. The crowns and die were cleaned as before.

Etching

Electrochemical etching was carried out.16 The external aspect of each vent hole was restored with a quick-cure resin. Wax was used to prevent ingress of resin internally. The margins and 0.5 to 1 mm of the axial walls closest to the margins were protected with nail polish.17
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All crowns were etched until they had a more passive fit. This was achieved progressively by removing the crowns at one minute intervals from the bath and manually assessing passivity of fit. Each etched crown was luted to the die and replicas fabricated, sectioned, and measured.

**Results**

Of the seventeen crowns cast, ten were accepted. Two of these fitted passively and eight frictionally. The seven rejected crowns were undersized. Table 1 shows the individual times of etching of the ten crowns and the type of initial fit.
The means and standard deviations of the measurements of the replica obtained from each accepted crown at the different locations were calculated. Figures from each one of the passive and frictional fitting crowns are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

The means of the measurements and the results of the least difference for significance tests for the treatments for the ten crowns are presented in Table 4. The results of the analysis of variance show a significant effect (p<0.01) between the treatments performed on the as cast crowns (Table 5).

The means of Positions 1, 5, 2, and 4 were compared to determine if crowns tilted during luting. The crown was considered to have tilted when 1 > 5 as 2 < 4 or 1 < 5 as 2 > 4. It was found that Crowns 1 (Table 2) and 5 tilted during luting in the as cast stage. Crowns 1, 2, 3, 4 (Table 3), 6, and 7 tilted after venting stage. Crowns 1, 5 and 6 tilted during the etched stage.

Discussion

The film thickness of the crowns at the margins was significantly different (p<0.01) with the smallest film occurring after venting, followed by etching and as cast (Tables 2, 3, 4). These results are accounted for as escape of the lute in the vented crowns was possible through the vent as well as at the margins.

Mid-axial and mid-occlusal surface measurements were significantly different (p<0.01) comparing vented, etched and as cast crowns (Tables 2, 3, 4). However, there was no difference between etched and as cast crowns. This occurred because of two interacting factors: the etched crowns seat axially further than the as cast crowns, and the precementation space was greater for the etched crowns. It was observed that the mean of the mid-axial films of the as cast crowns etched to produce passivity was 37.5 µm which is within the ‘safety retention limit’ of 140 µm mentioned by Jorgensen.

The phenomenon of crowns tilting following luting has been reported previously by Jorgensen; it was more noticeable with vented crowns. This effect may have been a result of the preferential flow of lute from axial walls with a larger precementation space to the vent which may not have been precisely centred.

In these experiments, the surface of the master die had to be smooth and polished to prevent the impression material tearing. Such a surface allowed intimate contact of the wax in construction of the crowns and produced extremely well adapted wax patterns. In contrast, wax patterns produced on ‘rough’ surfaced clinical dies generate smears and streaks of the wax with disengagement possibly resulting in more precementation space. Hence, wax patterns produced on this die were sensitive to all casting variables such as casting surface roughness and non-uniform mould enlargement. This probably explains the production of mostly frictional or undersized internal fitting crowns to seat on an unrelenting stainless steel die despite the use of a reduced water/powder ratio.
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The results of luting a passive fitting (as cast) crown are illustrated in Table 2. In this case, the passive as cast crown had no need of venting or etching as only a small improvement at the margins could be demonstrated. The results of luting an extremely tight, internal fitting crown are illustrated in Table 3. In this case, the procedure of venting was clearly required to improve the internal and marginal fit.

An increase in the setting and thermal expansion of the investment occurs with a decrease in the water/powder ratio.12 This is one technique that can be used to increase the mould dimensions. However, the present results would indicate that altering the water/powder ratio will not always create a passively fitting crown. Factors other than decreasing the water/powder ratio of the investment must be considered as a cause of increase in the precementation space to produce passive fitting crowns as cast. Such factors could have been related to the deformability of the wax pattern as affected by: the number of times the pattern was removed from the die before investing; the surface roughness of the die; the hardness of wax and the length and taper of the preparation.

Conclusions
1. Decreasing the manufacturer’s water/powder ratio of the investment produced a greater proportion of frictional fitting crowns with passive fitting crowns.
2. The passive fitting crowns created by electrochemical etching resulted in a significantly improved marginal fit compared with the ‘as cast’ crowns.
3. The smallest lute film thickness at the mid-occlusal surface, mid-axial surfaces and the margins was obtained by venting.
4. The phenomenon of crown tilting was most frequent with vented crowns.
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